Diffraction models are developed for high-frequency radiation losses calculation in rectangular iris-loaded structures. Single-cell and multi-cell models extending Lawson and Sessler-Vainshtein approaches are applied for circular, infinitely wide planar and 'muffin-tin' geometry. For 2.5D muffin-tin structure a special semi-analytical frequency domain model is built to compare the loss calculations between diffraction model and matched field technique.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays planar structures draw growing attention to application in future linear colliders based on mm-wave structures [l] . To characterize the wakefields induced in non-circular (and particularly in planar) structures, corresponding models must be developed.
Well-known diffraction models for a single cavity (Lawson model [2, 3] ) and for periodic structures (SesslerVainshtein model in [4]) exploit structure symmetry and uniformity of incident energy flow. For planar structures, this assumption is no longer valid especially when beam geometry is not similar to aperture geometry. To generalize the diffraction model approach we apply the Green function technique along with 'image' field concept for monopole wakefield. Frequency-domain model is developed as well and applied for muffin-tin structure.
EXTENDED DIFFRACTION MODELS
We treat the diffraction as though caused by image fields induced by the beam on the iris edge. Neglecting iris thickness, the incident image fields can be defined in frequency domain as follows:
where y=i/,/= is the relativistic factor, ; ( I ) where C, is the coupling coefficient for the quasi-Eigen optical mode s.
SIMPLE GEOMETRIES
The first example is a circular aperture of radius a. From (1) we can express transverse 'image' fields induced by the point charge 9 as follows: where q'=dq/dw is the linear charge density, and 2b is the vertical gap. Single cell spectral losses per unit length follow from (2,3) at kb<<y (see Fig. 2 , solid curve):
Straightforward application of the uniform plane wave approach [2] gives at E , = i v ( ' ) ( b ) (see Fig. 2, dotted . . 
RECTANGULAR STRUCTURE
We consider next a point charge passing a muffin-tin structure [ 1, 8, 9] . Within the framework of the diffraction model we assume thin irises at I y I Lb without imposing for x2 >> 1 : E:') = i m / , ( k r / P y)qk/(E,P y2), q=arctan ( y l x ) , r = j ? x 2 + y .
To find single cell diffracted fields we must substitute (6) into 2D Green function corresponding to (2). However, it leads to numerical problems caused by diverging integration. One can find approximated closed form neglecting transverse diffusion of the diffracted fields at (kb)*>>l JN,>>~. From the analytical part of the examples above one can see that the diffracted fields are dominated by the terms with Fresnel function. For rectangular iris these approximations give rise to the following simplified relationship between the diffracted and incident fields:
2, ( x , y , z)l where A=db is the aspect ratio for the iris aperture. One can see, poini charge energy losses in a single muffin-tin cell are defined by a factor of R ~0.665arctgA with respect to circular structure of the same aperture radius. In the model of periodic rectangular structure we deal with excitation of two independent, quasi-Eigen modes of 100 10 an optical resonator: TE;;) and TE,(;). Both modes are the lowest and have the same symmetry as the incident fields Ey)zx + E;)zy (see Fig. 3 ).
I
Using (6) we can determine the coupling coefficients C,,2 for the optical modes as follows: Finally we obtain the spectral losses for muffin-tin periodic structure in the following form:
For an infinitely wide periodic structure (a,d)>>b we have C,=C2=1/2 and the losses are of factor of R = 5n ,/4jllZ ~0 . 8 4 with respect to cylindrical periodic structure having radius b. Iris aspect ratio influence on the relative radiation losses is shown in Fig.4 . 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN SIMULATIONS
A semi-analytic model is built to calculate synchronous monopole modes. It is based on matching field technique applied to a 2.5D muffin-tin structure without side openings (i.e. d=a). The basic source relationships for eigenmodes in a muffin-tin structure are given, e.g., in
refs. [8, 9] . We included modes having up to M=7 variations along the horizontal axis; higher modes at M29 have negligible contribution. In Fig. 5 we present the results of the calculated energy loss spectrum obtained by summing modal loss factors with averaging over frequency bins of constant width. The superposed curve in this figure is an analytical calculation given by (12). Integrated losses over finite frequency range of variable length are given in Fig. 6 for both models. Minimal 
